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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an integrated method for designing airfoil families of large wind turbine blades. For a given rotor diameter and tip speed ratio, the optimal airfoils are designed based on the local speed ratios. To achieve high power performance at low cost, the airfoils are designed with an objective of high $C_p$ and small chord length. When the airfoils are obtained, the optimum flow angle and rotor solidity are calculated which forms the basic input to the blade design. The new airfoils are designed based on the previous in-house airfoil family which were optimized at a Reynolds number of 3 million. A novel shape perturbation function is introduced to optimize the geometry on the existing airfoils and thus simplify the design procedure. The viscous/inviscid code Xfoil is used as the aerodynamic tool for airfoil optimization where the Reynolds number is set at 16 million with a free-stream Mach number of 0.25 at the blade tip. Results show that these new airfoils achieve high power coefficient in a wide range of angles of attack (AOA) and they are extremely insensitive to surface roughness.

1 Introduction
The earliest work on airfoil design began at 1900’s where laminar airfoils were the main focus. Due to the development of computer technologies during the past century, flat plate theory was no longer popular for airfoil design, instead, numerical tools are mainly used for airfoil optimization. Hicks et al. [1] are one of the earliest aerodynamicists who made the airfoil design by numerical optimization. The design work of wind turbine airfoils were initiated by Tangler and Somers [2, 3] resulting in a family of NREL airfoils dedicated for wind turbine blades. More recently, researchers at DTU have made significant contributions in designing the wind turbine airfoils [4,5,6]. All these wind turbine airfoils meet the demand of high lift to drag ratio around design lift.

The state of art wind turbine airfoils generally have a high aerodynamic performance which provide the wind turbine blade to operate with high power performance. However, wind turbine blades designed with these airfoils do not necessarily operate in an optimum state because of the separated design of the airfoil and blade. More rigorous wind turbine blade design shall be integrated with specific airfoil design. The goal of maximizing annual energy product (AEP) can be better achieved by coupling an airfoil optimization routine together with the blade element momentum (BEM) theory or other similar tools. The integrated method increases the design complexity and addresses some other issues more than energy capture. The success of the integrated design work requires a sufficiently elaborated optimization tool. This paper provides a starting point for such an integrated design optimisation.

The core of the present optimization work is to develop large wind turbine blade with lower cost of energy (COE). To achieve this goal, new airfoils are designed and employed at specific blade radial positions. At every local blade station, the design objective of each airfoil is high power coefficient and small chord length. Beside this objective, various constrains are imposed, such as roughness insensitivity, maximum lift to drag ratio etc. The objective and constrains are different from each airfoil due to their different local flow condition. In the state of variable speed operation, the flow geometry over the rotor is preserved such that the flow angle is maintained at its optimum position. The blade platform designed in this paper ensures that the blade will have optimum flow geometry such that the axial induction factor approaches 1/3. The optimum flow geometry will not be guaranteed if the blade is constructed with other airfoils because these airfoils are not dedicated to such a blade. Ideally, a perfect rotor can be designed using the integrated method, i.e., construct the blade with airfoils specially designed and use the resulted optimal blade platform.

The paper is organized as following: Section 2 describes the integrated design method; Section 3 presents the airfoil design method and the results; Section 4 shows the platform of the optimum rotor; Conclusions are given in the final section.
2 The Integrated Design Method

The integrated design of airfoil family and blade can be started from the 2D-BEM analysis of an airfoil section at a given blade station. The core of the analysis is the iterative computation of the power coefficient of an airfoil. Because the power performance is an important measure of blade performance, it has often been used as a key reference number during design process [7]. With an aim of decreasing the cost, we introduce the rotor solidity as another parameter together with the power coefficient. In this analysis, we also involve the Prandtl’s tip correction to the integrated design where the design of thin airfoils near tip might be affected.

According to the 1D-momentum theory, the solution of the power coefficient is maximized when the axial induction factor is $a=1/3$. With this condition being valid, it can be shown that the power coefficient of an airfoil section can be written as:

$$C_p = [(1 - a)^2 + x(1 + a')^2] x c_x \sigma$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the solidity is

$$\sigma = 2F \sin^2(\phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

and $a, a'$ are the axial and tangential induced velocity interference factors, respectively, $x$ is the local speed ratio, $c_x$ and $c_y$ are the tangential and axial force coefficients, respectively, $\sigma$ is the rotor solidity, $\phi$ is the local flow geometry and $F$ is the Prandtl’s tip loss function.

It is known that the Prandtl’s tip loss function corrects the assumption of solid disk. Thus for rotors with a finite number of blades the correction has to be implemented to the blade design and well as airfoil design. Although various tip loss functions can be used for the design purpose [8], here we use one of the simplest corrections proposed by Prandtl which is written as:

$$F = 2 \cos^{-1}(e^{-f}) / \pi$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where

$$f = B(R - r)/(2r \sin \phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In Eq. (1), not all of the variables have been explicitly given except for the axial induction factor that must equal to 1/3. The other parameters can be divided into two groups. Parameters in group 1 contain the values that will not enter into the BEM iterations. Such as the local speed ratio $x$, the length of the blade $R$, the number of the blades $B$ and the airfoil normal and tangential force coefficients. To compute $c_x$ and $c_y$, the lift and drag coefficients from the airfoils are needed during every step of airfoil optimization, such that

$$c_x = c_l (\sin \phi - c_d/c_l \cos \phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$c_y = c_l (\cos \phi + c_d/c_l \sin \phi).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The other group of the variables will be iteratively solved due to their dependency. These parameters are the power coefficient $C_p$, the flow angle $\phi$ and the tangential induction factor $a'$. The values of $C_p$, $\phi$ and $a'$ are initialized with zero before the first BEM iteration.

The geometric parameters in group 1 shall be fixed for a given blade design. In the present study, we take the 5MW reference wind turbine [9] as the reference rotor. This reference wind turbine has a maximum rotational speed of 12.1 RPM and the blade length of 63 m. In this task we are going to design a wind turbine rotor with a rated power about 20MW. Therefore the length of the new blade shall be approximately computed as

$$R = 63m \sqrt{20MW/5MW} = 128 m.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

According to the reference rotor, in the present work we fix the blade length at $R=130$ m and the tip-speed-ratio (TSR) of 8.
The integrated design process is summarized in Figure 1. As seen in the flow chart, the main loop goes through the airfoil shape optimization and the 2D-BEM iteration is inside the main loop. The 2D-BEM calculation is an important part of the integrated design concept which links the airfoil optimization with the optimal blade design. The BEM iteration requires input from airfoil aerodynamics and blade local speed ratio etc. When the BEM converges, it forms an output to both the airfoil optimizer and the optimal rotor design. The final optimal rotor is found when the airfoil optimizer finds a converged solution.

3 Airfoil design and analysis

Before starting the design work, two key parameters are pre-defined for the blade: the rotor size and the TSR. As mentioned earlier the design TSR is 8 and the blade length is 130 m. This is considered as an upscaling case of the 5MW virtual wind turbine [9]. The local speed ratios, the local blade radius and the number of blades are the basic inputs to start the integrated design.

3.1 Design conditions

The design Reynolds number is estimated to be about Re=16x10^6 depending on the radial location. The Mach number at the blade tip is set to \( M_\infty = 0.25 \). The Mach number changes according to the local speed ratio. Design angle of attack is between \( 3^\circ \) and \( 10^\circ \). Numerical computations go through each angle of attack between \( 3^\circ \) and \( 10^\circ \). The wide range of angle of attack takes into account the off-design condition. Free transition simulation is based on the \( e^n \) model with \( n=9 \); forced transition simulation is carried out by fixing the upper and lower transition points at 5% and 10% chords measured from the leading edge, respectively. The numerical tool used for airfoil design is the Xfoil code developed by Drela [10]. The Xfoil code is iteratively used inside the optimization loop. All the above mentioned flow conditions are written as an input script that is recognized by Xfoil code.

3.2 Design variables

The choice of design variables is directly related to airfoil shape parameterization. Although lots of functions can be used to describe airfoil shapes, however, it is imperative to choose proper functions to represent airfoil geometry. In the
present study, instead of creating a new airfoil shape, a shape perturbation function is applied to modify an existing airfoil. The idea of using such function is to save computational time and inherit the shape from previous airfoils. The sum of the shape perturbation function used for the upper surface is

$$\Delta y_u(i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} f_u(k) P_u(k,i)$$

(8)

and similar for the lower surface,

$$\Delta y_l(i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} f_l(k) P_l(k,i).$$

(9)

In Eq. (8) and (9) the lower subscripts $u$, and $l$ stand for the lower and upper airfoil surfaces, respectively, $i$ is the index of the $x$ and $y$ coordinates, $k$ is the index of the shape modes. The shape functions for each mode along the $x$-coordinate are

$$P_u(k,i) = \sin^g(\pi \xi (i)^{g(k)})$$

(10)

$$P_l(k,i) = \sin^g(\pi \eta (i)^{g(k)}).$$

(11)

The amplitudes $f_u$ and $f_l$ in Eq. (8) and (9) are the design variables, and plus two more power factors of $\xi$, $\eta$, this gives a total number of design points $dofs=2N+2$. $g$ is a given vector which is the exponent of $x$. For example, the choice of $g$ could be $g=[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3 5 8]$. Because $x_{u,l}\in[0,1]$, functions (8) and (9) give zero value at leading edge and trailing edge points. Therefore leading edge and trailing edges are naturally fixed without being perturbed.

Figure 2 shows an example of the shape perturbation function. The sum of the mode shapes will be added to the reference airfoil. One can add more shape modes to put more focus at any chord-wise location. For example, adding more values of $g<0.1$ leads to more detailed changes at leading edge. The amplitude coefficients $f_u$ and $f_l$ are updated after each iteration until the final airfoil shape is found.

3.3 Design objective

The design objective is the blending of power coefficient and the rotor solidity, such that

$$Obj = kC_p + (1-k)\sigma^{-1}$$

(12)

where $k=0.5$ for the middle part of the blade. The $k$ value shall be modified along the blade station while the solidity changes.

To obtain good off-design property, the power coefficient is weighted between clean and rough conditions with the angle of attack ranging from $\alpha=3^\circ$ to $\alpha=10^\circ$. 

![Figure 2. Example of the shape function.](image-url)
If the converged solution can be found by the optimizer, Eq. (13) indicates that the resulted power coefficient will be insensitive to surface roughness and will keep high value over wide range of AOA.

3.4 Design constrains
The design constrains are: 1. thickness to chord ratio; 2. limited maximum lift; 3. limited difference in maximum lift for clean and rough cases to ensure less roughness sensitivity; 4. maximum thickness location $x_{max}/c$, for shape compatibility consideration; 5. Thickness constrain near the trailing edge, for structure consideration; 6. smooth surface curvature for surface structure consideration. The tolerance used for these constrains is between $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-3}$ depending on the type of constrains.

3.5 Optimization results
Since the new airfoils are optimized using our baseline DTU-LN2-xx airfoil family, for the purpose of this paper the resulting airfoil will be referred to as DTU-R130-xx airfoils. The designed airfoil family has five airfoils of thickness to chord ratio ranging from 18% to 30%. These geometries are plotted in Figure 3. To ensure less three dimensional effects due to curvature change along the blade span, the airfoils are designed to have smooth geometrical transition between each other. The shape compatibility is well controlled by the design constrains.

Some key design values are given in Table 1. The outer part (110-130m) of the blade is constructed with R130-18. The middle part (40-80m) contains R130-21, R130-24, R130-27 and R130-30. The inner part (0-40m) is interpolated between cylinder and R130-30. The corresponding local speed ratios are calculated in the table which are inputs to the optimization model. For sake of manufacturing, the resulting airfoils have increased trailing edge thickness along the blade. Considering the blade shape compatibility, the maximum thickness location also increases while thickness increases, it is referred to as $x_{max}/c$, the values are seen in the table as well. The design lift and maximum lift for the clean and rough cases are calculated for all the airfoils. According to the design constrains, the difference in $C_l$ between clean and rough cases has to be small. For example of the R130-18 airfoil, the design lift coefficients $C_{Lde}$ are 1.24 and 1.21 for clean and rough conditions, respectively. In general, all the designed airfoils have good characteristics of roughness insensitivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>27</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r (m)</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Airfoil shapes.
Table 1. Airfoil characteristics and blade parameters.

| Bluntness | 0.2 | 0.23 | 0.3 | 0.5 | 0.6 | - | - |
| xmax/c | 0.278 | 0.308 | 0.314 | 0.314 | 0.327 | - | 100 |
| C_{1de} | 1.24/1.21 | 1.25/1.21 | 1.4/1.34 | 1.39/1.29 | 1.41/1.24 | - | - |
| C_{1max} | 2.04/2.03 | 1.97/1.96 | 1.97/1.95 | 1.89/1.86 | 1.89/1.85 | - | - |
| (C_{1}/C_{D})_{max} | 146/137 | 160/130 | 150/119 | 151/108 | 132/84 | - | - |

Step3: Blade construction based on the optimal airfoils

| Chord(m) | 0 | 2.4 | 3.57 | 4.91 | 5.37 | 6.99 | 8.67 | 10 | 7 |
| β(º) | - | 0.62 | 0.68 | 1.65 | 2.34 | 4.96 | 7.7 | 11 | - |
| ϕ(º) | - | 5.62 | 5.68 | 7.65 | 9.34 | 11.96 | 14.7 | 18 | - |
| Solidity | - | 0.009 | 0.015 | 0.029 | 0.039 | 0.668 | 0.10 | - | - |
| Re (×10^6) | - | 12.4 | 16.3 | 16.4 | 14.8 | 15.1 | 15.4 | 10 | 5 |

Figure 4 gives a closer look at the lift and drag characteristics of the R130-airfoils. A curve that weights between clean and rough flow conditions is shown in each sub-figure (solid line with triangles). The weighting coefficient is the same as used in Eq. (13). By looking at the horizontal axis, it is seen that the difference between maximum lift of clean and rough cases are small. The R130-18 and R130-21 airfoils have similar maximum lift and the other airfoils have less maximum lift due to increased thickness. The maximum lift has been limited at a certain level to keep maximum thrust under a certain level. By looking at the vertical axis, it is observed that the lift to drag ratio is kept at high level over wide range of lift which implies good off-design property. It is interesting to check the local power coefficients since it is an index that measures the quality of the optimization. The \( C_p \) values at different angles of attack are shown in Figure 5. It is found by numerical simulation that the \( C_p \) values are relatively high for all the airfoils. And more importantly the \( C_p \) curves are quite flat, i.e. between 5 to 9 degrees. These are the aerodynamic properties expected as the design objective.
Figure 4. Lift against lift to drag ratios. (a) R130-18; (b) R130-21; (c) R130-24; (d) R130-27; (e) R130-30.
4 The platform of the optimal rotor

For each airfoil shown in Figure 1, according to Eq. (12), a local high $C_p$ value can be obtained at a given blade radial position and it is the same for the local solidity. When such objective is achieved after some steps of airfoil optimization, the optimum values of chord length and flow angle are obtained. The chord and twist distributions form the basic platform of the optimum rotor, such distributions are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These numbers are also seen in Table 1. Until now the whole process of the integrated design has been shown with a result of high $C_p$ value and small solidity. However, these results are based on the assumption of an idealized normal induction factor 1/3. Further blade optimization shall be carried out based on the present baseline platform. The more detailed blade optimization must include the sophisticated BEM model which also calculates the induction factors. Beside this, the measured airfoil data are required as input to the BEM code.
5 Conclusions

An integrated method to design airfoils and rotor blade is introduced. The design procedure mainly includes three steps. The first step is to pre-define the TSR and the rotor size. These two parameters determine the output airfoils and the blade platform. Step two is the airfoil optimization based on the blade local speed ratio. 2D airfoil BEM computation is involved during airfoil optimization which provides values of local power coefficient and rotor solidity for the airfoil optimizer. In step three, results from BEM are collected at the final iteration of the airfoil optimization loop. Such results represent the condition of the optimal flow angle and chord length exists. Most of the computational effort has been put in step two where airfoils are optimized. The common characteristics of the resulted airfoils are high \( C_p \) over wide range of angle of attack. The airfoils are also very insensitive to roughness condition. As a result of the BEM computation, the optimal platform for the blade is obtained which can be regarded as the baseline shape for further optimization.
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